
 

Faster-than-reflexes robo-boots boost balance
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These boots were made for superhuman balance. Credit: Candler Hobbs,
Georgia Institute of Techology
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Robotic boots providing superhuman reflexes can help your balance. Our
new study shows that the key to augmenting balance is to have boots that
can act faster than human reaction times.

When people slip or trip, their reactions to regain balance are far slower
than some machines can act. For humans, and other animals with legs, it
takes time for biological sensors to send signals to the nervous system
and then turn on muscles. Robots can act much faster, using wires
instead of nerves to send their signals.

But robots are still notoriously bad at balancing, because they can't yet
mimic how humans respond when their balance is challenged. We are 
biomechanical engineers and rehabilitation physiology researchers who
study the neurophysiology of movement. In our study, we sought to
answer the question of whether wearable robots—like powered lower-
limb exoskeletons or prostheses—can improve balance above and
beyond a normal baseline.

We used a motorized floor to literally "pull the rug out" from under
healthy young participants—pitching them forward toward the ground.
We asked them to stay balanced with their feet in place, but sometimes
the slip was so large that they had to take a step to avoid face-planting on
the ground. Then, we programmed the exo-boots to give the participants
a blast of assistance with either the same delay as their natural response
or artificially faster than humanly possible and compared that to giving
no exo-boot assistance at all.
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https://doi.org/10.1126/scirobotics.adf1080
https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2010.0898
https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2010.0898
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=Z8WUqgkAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=cjBWEZIAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=bCR6nLcAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=YI99LWwAAAAJ
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In this composite time series image, a test subject wearing a robotic lower-limb
exoskeleton pitches forward but doesn’t need to step to maintain her balance.
Credit: Candler Hobbs, Georgia Institute of Techology

We were surprised to find that only the mode that beats the human
reaction to the punch helped users recover balance faster and prevented
them from taking a step to recover.

At the same time, we recorded physiological responses of our exo-boot
"test pilots" to see whether the device was mimicking—or potentially
interfering with—their underlying balance responses. Using ultrasound,
we could look under the skin to see how calf muscles stretched during
the slip. Muscle stretch generates critical sensory signals needed by the
nervous system to initiate a balance reaction.

The faster-than-human exo-boot balance response actually eliminated
calf muscle stretch signals, but the control signals to those same muscles,
in response to the nervous system generally, persisted. This finding
highlights that the nervous system is more than a set of simple reflexes
that react to local muscle stretch but instead acts to gather information
from throughout the body to remain upright in both standing and 
walking.

People tend to take balance for granted. But every step holds the
possibility of a fall, and bad falls are a top reason for health declines
when people grow older. If researchers can develop assistive technology
to improve balance while getting from here to there, it can prevent falls
and enable people to be active for longer.
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https://techxplore.com/tags/muscle/
https://techxplore.com/tags/nervous+system/
https://doi.org/10.1152/jn.00609.2012
https://doi.org/10.1038/nn1986
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1008369
https://www.cdc.gov/falls/index.html
https://techxplore.com/tags/assistive+technology/


 

 What other related research is going on in the field

Using wearable robots to help mobility, particularly balance, has long
been a dream of scientists and engineers. But research to date has
focused primarily on providing powered assistance to make it easier to 
walk faster or longer. Aside from a handful of promising laboratory-
based research devices, the field of wearable robots has not focused
much on balance.

Technology advances in the past decade open up new possibilities for
state-of-the-art wearable robots to improve balance. Other researchers
around the world are also adapting existing exoskeleton systems to assist
balance using biologically inspired control algorithms that may, in time,
be able to respond faster than a human's reflex response.

Our study is a proof-of-concept demonstration that exoskeletons can
improve balance in a controlled laboratory setting during a simple
upright standing task for young adults without balance problems. There
is much to be done to enable wearable robots to help with balance in 
everyday life and improve life for people with balance impairments like
older adults, or people with stroke or spinal cord injury. Future studies
will be required to explore using exoskeletons at other lower-limb joints,
like the knee and hip, to develop artificial intelligence that can anticipate
the risk of falling and enable personalized superhuman balance.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-05191-1
https://doi.org/10.1109/TMECH.2018.2790358
https://doi.org/10.1109/TMECH.2018.2790358
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12984-022-01000-y
https://techxplore.com/tags/young+adults/
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